Molecular Mechanism of Protein Unfolding under Shear: A Lattice Boltzmann Molecular Dynamics Study.
Proteins are marginally stable soft-matter entities that can be disrupted using a variety of perturbative stresses, including thermal, chemical, or mechanical ones. Fluid under extreme flow conditions is a possible route to probe the weakness of biomolecules and collect information on the molecular cohesive interactions that secure their stability. Moreover, in many cases, physiological flow triggers the functional response of specialized proteins as occurring in blood coagulation or cell adhesion. We deploy the Lattice Boltzmann molecular dynamics technique based on the coarse-grained model for protein OPEP to study the mechanism of protein unfolding under Couette flow. Our simulations provide a clear view of how structural elements of the proteins are affected by shear, and for the simple study case, the β-hairpin, we exploited the analogy to pulling experiments to quantify the mechanical forces acting on the protein under shear.